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William Brown (2012) -- For my Eagle Scout project I ran a used bicycle drive.  My volunteers and I
collected, cleaned and repaired bicycles from the drive.  I donated 47 bicycles to a non-profit
organization called “Good Goes Around.”   Good Goes Around helps recycle "gently-used" bicycles for
those less fortunate. They are a non-profit model program pairing up local bike shops and social service
agencies with those interested in donating bikes and volunteering their time. Danny’s Cycle is one of
their local partners and helped me out with my project. They ran a free hands-on clinic for Troop 353 to
learn about bike maintenance and provided me with discounts on tubes and tires. I want to thank
everyone that donated a bicycle or helped me out with my Eagle project. The scouts of Troop 353 also
benefited from my project because they learned how to repair and maintain their own bikes and learn the
value of giving back to the community.

Project Detail

My project consists of 4 stages, the educational stage, the collection stage, the working stage and the
hand-off.

Stage 1 – I’ve worked with Danny’s Cycles to run a bike maintenance class for our troop. It took place on
5/30. The Scouts were trained in repair and maintenance skills.

Stage 2 – Bicycle collection. I ran a bike drive for 3 weeks and collected over 40 bicycles. Donations
came from my troop, family and the community.

Stage 3 – Bicycles Repair Workshops – After we collect the bicycles, I held 2 workshops to at my
house to clean up and repair them. I put together a repair checklist and set up work stations for the
scouts and volunteers.

Stage 4 – Hand over the bicycles to “Good Goes Around” so they can give them out to those in need.
We donated 47 bikes. My bicycles went to an event in Canarsie helping out those that were affected by
Hurricane Sandy.


